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Abstract— One of the aims of model checking is to confirm a system’s safety properties. Safety properties
state that undesirable events never occur. This paper describes a method that derives comprehensive and
rigorous safety properties for model checking. In general, an undesirable event in a system is abstract, and
so safety properties corresponding to undesirable events cannot be directly applied to model checking. To be
applicable to model checking, safety properties must be derived by interpreting undesirable events in a system
using the system specifications. In the model checking of complex systems, some safety properties may be
neglected or insufficiently specified because the functions and/or conditions in the systems are complex. The
proposed method adopts the concepts of “Must Work Function (MWF) Inactivation” and “Must Not Work
Function (MNWF) Activation” to solve these issues. Comprehensive and rigorous safety properties for
model checking are derived according to these concepts. Undesirable events are embodied by rewriting
knowledge according to the term rewriting system. The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated by
applying it to a wireless rail crossing system. The results show that the derived safety properties offer a
significantly improved degree of comprehensiveness and rigor.
Keywords— Model Checking; Safety Property; Must Work Function (MWF); Must Not Work Function
(MNWF); Term Rewriting System
I. INTRODUCTION
Improving the reliability of systems in which computers are embedded is important to the safety and security
of our societies. Recently, such systems have become ubiquitous, and are increasingly complex because more
advanced functions are required. This complexity leads to frequent failures [1].
Model checking [2] is an attractive method that improves the reliability of complex systems. Model checking
verifies whether a system’s state transitions satisfy necessary properties. These properties are derived from
upper specifications, past accidents/failures, and so on, related to the system being analyzed. The properties can
be classified into safety properties and ‘liveness’ properties [3]. In this paper, we focus on deriving safety
properties for model checking. Safety properties state that undesirable events never occur. The undesirable
events based on safety properties are represented abstractly. In the case of wireless rail crossing systems [4], [5],
one example of an undesirable event is “Collision”, which means that “The train collides with road users such as
cars and pedestrians”. In model checking, specific safety properties applicable to model checking must be
derived from undesirable events.
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In the model checking of complex systems, deriving specific safety properties has the following two
problems:

Some safety properties may be neglected.

Some safety properties may be insufficiently specified.
These problems are illustrated in detail in Fig. 1. In general, the functions and/or conditions to be considered
are easy to specify when model checking is applied to a simple system. The undesirable event can be embodied
appropriately, and rigorous safety properties are derived. However, the functions and/or conditions become
more complex when model checking is applied to a complex system. Therefore, model checking practitioners
have difficulty embodying undesirable events in complex systems. This causes the problems listed above.
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Fig. 1 Problem of deriving comprehensive and rigorous safety properties

This paper describes a method for deriving comprehensive and rigorous safety properties that are applicable
to model checking by embodying an undesirable event with the concepts of “Must Work Function (MWF)
Inactivation” and “Must Not Work Function (MNWF) Activation”. An MWF is a function whose inadvertent
shutdown would cause a hazard [6]. Similarly, an MNWF is a function whose inadvertent operation would
cause a hazard [6]. In the proposed method, an undesirable event in a system is embodied by these ideas of
“MWF Inactivation” and “MNWF Activation”, which are expected to improve the comprehensiveness of the
derived safety properties. The process of embodiment is conducted repeatedly. As a result, more
comprehensive and rigorous events are derived. After deriving the embodied events from an undesirable event,
safety properties are developed by negating () the embodied events. Embodying an undesirable event by
MWFs and MNWFs is formalized using the term rewriting system [7]. This system is adopted because it allows
the way of embodying undesirable events to be defined rigorously and clearly. Term rewriting system also
facilitates intuitive understanding of the proposed method by illustrating the knowledge rewriting rules (see Fig.
7 and Fig. 8). MWFs and MNWFs corresponding to an undesirable event are identified from system
specifications analyzed by model checking, and are stored in databases (DBs). The undesirable event is
rewritten using the knowledge of MWFs and MNWFs stored in the DBs. In this paper, it is assumed that all
functions and conditions of a system required for the proposed method are described in the system specifications.
Additionally, variables used in the state transitions for model checking are made consistent with those used in
the safety properties derived by the proposed method.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated by applying the method to a wireless rail crossing
system. The results show that the derived safety properties are 47% more comprehensive and 58% more
specific than the previous safety properties.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses some related work, before the
proposed method is described in detail in Section III. An evaluation of the proposed method is presented in
Section IV, and its effectiveness is then discussed in Section V. Finally, some conclusions and ideas for future
work are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [8], [9] was used to derive safety properties in model checking [10], [11]. FTA of
an undesirable event in a system can be used to produce relevant safety properties by negating the basic events
in the fault tree. Such methods enable safety properties to be systematically derived in model checking.
However, the rules needed to identify lower events from the corresponding upper event in a fault tree are not
defined in [10] and [11].
Considering the embodiment of undesirable events, [12] proposed a method using a Hazard Analysis Model
based on Goal Oriented Requirement Analysis. The Hazard Analysis Model is composed of a Hazard Context
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layer as level 1, Hazard State layer as level 2, Object Attribute layer as level 3, and Object Method layer as level
4. An undesirable event is embodied through levels 1 to 4. This work enables undesirable events to be
embodied systematically. However, the rules needed to identify events in a lower layer from the corresponding
event in an upper layer were again not given.
Reference [13] proposed the safety analysis of distributed systems using the concepts of MWFs and MNWFs.
MWFs and MNWFs corresponding to undesirable events are identified, enabling the effective safety analysis of
distributed systems. However, the specific means of identifying MWFs and MNWFs is not described in [13].
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In model checking, specific, rigorous safety properties are derived by embodying undesirable events in the
system being analysed. The proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
Once an undesirable event is provided to the proposed method, it is embodied by the two concepts of “MWF
Inactivation” and “MNWF Activation”. In embodying the undesirable event, multiple (or zero) “MWF
Inactivation” events may be derived. The same is true for “MNWF Activation” events. Embodying an
undesirable event in terms of “MWF Inactivation” and “MNWF Activation” is formalized by rewriting the
system knowledge based on the idea of the term rewriting system. In the proposed method, an undesirable event
is treated as knowledge. The events derived by rewriting this knowledge are also treated as knowledge, and
events are embodied repeatedly by rewriting knowledge. MWFs and MNWFs corresponding to undesirable
events are also treated as knowledge. They are identified in the system specifications, and are stored in MWF
and MNWF DBs. The knowledge required for this rewriting process is then acquired from the MWF DB and
MNWF DB. An undesirable event is said to be fully embodied when the rewriting rules cannot be applied to
this knowledge. In other words, embodiment is complete when further “MWF Inactivation” or “MNWF
Activation” events cannot be derived. After completing the embodiment, the edge events (those within the
dotted boxes in Fig. 2) are negated (). The temporal logic operators “A” (All) and “G” (Globally) are added to
the negated events if the safety properties are represented in Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [14], and the
operator “G” is added if the safety properties are represented in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [14]. As a result,
specific and rigorous safety properties are derived.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of proposed method

A. Process of Proposed Method
An undesirable event is provided as input to the proposed method. The safety properties applicable to model
checking are then derived based on this undesirable event. The process of the proposed method is shown in Fig.
3. The following description corresponds to the blocks numbered 1–4 in Fig. 3.
1. MWFs and MNWFs corresponding to the undesirable event are identified from the specifications of
the system being analysed. These are stored in the MWF DB and MNWF DB, respectively.
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2.

3.

4.

The undesirable event is embodied by knowledge rewriting based on the term rewriting system.
Knowledge rewriting is conducted if an undesirable event to which the rules are applicable exists.
The rules embody the undesirable event based on knowledge of MWFs and MNWFs stored in the
DBs. As a result, “MWF Inactivation” and/or “MNWF Activation” events are derived. This
embodiment is conducted repeatedly, as described in step 3.
If “MWF Inactivation” or “MNWF Activation” events are derived in step 2, the process returns to
step 1. At that time, the “MWF Inactivation” events are replaced with undesirable events. Replacing
means that the “MWF Inactivation” label is replaced by an undesirable event label. The contents of
the “MWF Inactivation” event and the undesirable event are equivalent. “MNWF Activation” events
are also replaced with undesirable events. The embodiment can be conducted repeatedly thanks to
this replacing. Multiple “MWF Inactivation” and/or “MNWF Activation” events, that is, multiple
undesirable events, may be derived depending on the results of step 2. In this case, the process is
conducted for all undesirable events. Embodying the undesirable events is complete when no “MWF
Inactivation” or “MNWF Activation” event is derived in step 2.
Embodied undesirable events are negated (). The temporal logic operators “A” and “G” are added
to the negated events in the case of CTL, and “G” is added in the case of LTL. As a result, specific
and rigorous safety properties are derived.
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Fig. 3 Process of proposed method

B. Defining MWF, MNWF, MWF Inactivation and MNWF Activation
Let F be the set of functions on the system being analysed by model checking, and let S be the set of
conditions on the system. U is considered as the direct product of F and S (F×S). We can define the following
predicates on U:
1) Active(f, s): System function f  F is “active” under system condition s  S. “Active” means that f
is activated.
2) MW_Ctx(f, s): An undesirable event may happen if system function f is not “active” under system
condition s.
3) MNWF_Ctx(f, s): An undesirable event may happen if system function f is not “inactive” under
system condition s. “Inactive” means that f is not active.
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First, MWFs and MNWFs are defined using these predicates as follows: “A certain system function f  F is
MWF” means that there is at least one system condition s  S that makes MW_Ctx(f, s) true. In this case, the
definition is formally represented by the logic function MWF(f) from domain F to range {true, false} as follows:
MWF(f): f  F  truth value of s. MW_Ctx(f, s)
(1)
“A certain system function f  F is MNWF” means that there is at least one system condition s  S that makes
MNW_Ctx(f, s) true. In this case, the definition is formally represented by the logic function MNWF(f) from
domain F to range {true, false} as follows:
MNWF(f): f  F  truth value of s. MNW_Ctx(f, s)
(2)
Next, “MWF Inactivation” and “MNWF Activation” are defined. “MWF Inactivation” is considered to be
the circumstances whereby an undesirable event may happen if system function f is not “active” under system
condition s, and f is not currently “active”. Then, “MWF Inactivation” is formally represented as follows:
MWF_Inactivation(f, s)  MW_Ctx(f, s)Active(f, s)
(3)
In the case of wireless rail crossing systems [4], [5], “MWF Inactivation” is “(TrPos == appr_cr)(BaSts ==
closed)”, where “(TrPos == appr_cr)” means “The train approaches the crossing” and “(BaSts == closed)”
means “The barrier is closed”.
“MNWF Activation” is considered to be the circumstances whereby an undesirable event may happen if system
function f is not “inactive” under system condition s, and f is currently “active”. Then, “MNWF Activation” is
formally represented as follows:
MNWF_Activation(f, s)  MNW_Ctx(f, s)Active(f, s)
(4)
In the case of wireless rail crossing systems, “MNWF Activation” is “(TrPos == pass_cr)(BaSts == open)”,
where “(TrPos == pass_cr)” means “The train passes the crossing” and “(BaSts == open)” means “The barrier
opens”.
C. Identifying MWF/MNWF and Storing into DB
Fig. 4 illustrates the process of identifying MWFs and MNWFs corresponding to undesirable events, and
storing them in the relevant DB. One undesirable event in a system is provided to the proposed method when
the method is applied to the system. In the process of embodying undesirable events, events derived in terms of
“MWF Inactivation” or “MNWF Activation” are also treated as undesirable events (cf. Section III.A). Those
undesirable events are the input of the process in Fig. 4. The following description corresponds to the blocks
numbered 1–4 in Fig. 4, where the parameter n denotes the total number of functions defined in the system
specifications. Each step from 1 to 4 is processed by each system function fi  F defined in the system
specifications.
1. It is judged whether system function fi is an MWF of the undesirable event. Specifically, the method
confirms whether system condition s  S exists such that the undesirable event may occur if system
function fi is not active. This confirmation of MWF is conducted using the system specifications. If
such a system condition s exists, step 2 is processed. The number of system conditions s for system
function fi can be greater than one. If system condition s does not exist, step 2 is skipped.
2. The MWF and system condition in “MWF Inactivation” are stored together in the MWF DB.
Specifically, system function fi and system condition s identified in step 1 are stored in the MWF DB
as an MWF and the system condition under which fi becomes an MWF. In the case of the wireless
rail crossing system [4], [5] in Fig. 4, “(BaSts == closed)” is identified as the MWF of the undesirable
event “Collision”, and “(TrPos == appr_cr)” is identified as the system condition under which this
function becomes an MWF. The pair “(BaSts == closed)” and “(TrPos == appr_cr)” are linked to the
undesirable event, and the linked pair and the event are stored in the MWF DB. More than one
system condition s corresponding to fi can exist. In such cases, each pair of system condition s and
system function fi are stored in the MWF DB.
3. It is judged whether system function fi is an MNWF of the undesirable event. Specifically, the
proposed method confirms whether system condition s  S exists such that the undesirable event may
happen if system function fi is not inactive. The confirmation of MNWF is conducted using the
system specifications. If such a system condition s exists, step 4 is processed. The number of system
conditions s for system function fi can be greater than one. If system condition s does not exist, step 4
is skipped.
4. The MNWF and system condition in “MNWF Activation” are stored together in the MNWF DB.
Specifically, system function fi and system condition s identified in step 3 are stored in the MNWF
DB as an MNWF and the system condition under which fi becomes an MNWF. In Fig. 4, “(BaSts ==
open)” is identified as the MNWF of the undesirable event “Collision”, and “¬(TrPos == pass_cr)” is
identified as the system condition under which this function becomes an MNWF. The pair “(BaSts
== open)” and “¬(TrPos == pass_cr)” are linked to the undesirable event, and the linked pair and the
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event are stored in the MNWF DB. More than one system condition s corresponding to fi can exist.
In such cases, each pair of system condition s and system function fi are stored in the MNWF DB.
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Fig. 4 Process of identifying MWF/MNWF and storing in the relevant DB

The structure of the MWF DB is shown in Fig. 5. This corresponds to the wireless rail crossing system
example in Fig. 4. The MWF DB is composed of items such as “Undesirable Event”, “MWF”, “System
Condition”, and “MWF Inactivation Event”. Knowledge of an “MWF Inactivation” event is developed when
the DB function getMWFdeact() is executed, as described in Section III.D. Then, knowledge is formulated
from information on the “MWF” and “System Condition” items according to (3) in Section III.B. The
developed knowledge about “MWF Inactivation” event is stored in the MWF DB. An MWF and system
condition pair is stored iteratively together with the corresponding undesirable events that replaced “MWF
Inactivation” or “MNWF Activation” events. Therefore, multiple records of undesirable events are stored in the
MWF DB, as shown in Fig. 5. The arrow in Fig. 5 shows that the “MWF Inactivation” event : “(TrPos ==
appr_cr)(BaSts == closed)” is replaced by an undesirable event, and the corresponding MWF (TrSndMsg ==
act_order) and system condition (TrDetPos == appr_cr) related to the undesirable event are stored in the MWF
DB iteratively.
The MNWF DB is shown in Fig. 6. The concept of this DB is the same as that of the MWF DB.
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Fig. 5 Structure of MWF DB
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D. Embodying Undesirable Events by Knowledge Rewriting Rules
The embodiment of undesirable events is formalized using the concept of knowledge rewriting, which is
based on the term rewriting system. The knowledge rewriting rules in the proposed method are as follows:
Rule 1: Embodiment in terms of “MWF Inactivation”
Rule 2: Embodiment in terms of “MNWF Activation”
If there is knowledge of an “Undesirable Event” where a rewriting rule is applicable, the knowledge is rewritten
by one of the rewriting rules. Rule 1, shown in Fig. 7, depicts the knowledge rewriting rule based on the term
rewriting system, where boxes denote knowledge. The function existUndEvtMWFDB() in the “Precondition on
Applying Rules” in Fig. 7 judges whether the given argument, knowledge of “Undesirable Event”, is stored
under “Undesirable Event” in the MWF DB. “MWFdeactFlag” is a flag applied to the “Undesirable Event”
when rewriting by Rule 1 is applied to the knowledge of this “Undesirable Event”. Thus, “MWFdeactFlag” is
used as control information to prevent Rule 1 being re-applied to the same “Undesirable Event”. When
rewriting according to Rule 1, the functions setMWFdeactFlg() and getMFdeact() are executed. The function
setMWFdeactFlg() sets “MWFdeactFlag” for that “Undesirable Event”. By executing setMWFdeact(),
knowledge of “MWF Inactivation” events corresponding to the given argument (“Undesirable Event”) is
obtained from the MWF DB as a list. The knowledge of “MWF Inactivation” event is developed based on the
knowledge of “MWF” and “System Condition” corresponding to that “Undesirable Event” in the MWF DB
when setMWFdeact() is executed. Then, the knowledge of “MWF Inactivation” event is developed according to
(3) in Section III.B. The developed knowledge “Event on MWF Inactivation” is stored in the MWF DB.
Rule 1 can be explained using the example of a wireless rail crossing system (Fig. 7). Knowledge about the
“Collision” event is stored in the MWF DB, and “MWFdeactFlag” is not set for “Collision”. In other words,
there is an MWF for an undesirable event, and knowledge rewriting by Rule 1 has never been conducted. Then,
the “Collision” event is rewritten to include “Collision”, “(TrPos == appr_cr)(BaSts == closed)”, and so on.
The example of Fig. 7 corresponds to the wireless crossing system in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7 Rule 1: Embodiment in terms of MWF Inactivation

Rule 2 is shown in Fig. 8. The concept of Rule 2 is similar to that of Rule 1.
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Precondition on Applying Rules
true == existUndEvtMNWFDB(“Undesirable Event”)
Undesirable
Undesirable Event
Event
MNWFactFlag
MNWFactFlag

&

is not set with

as

Undesirable
Undesirable Event
Event

MNWFactFlag
MNWFactFlag

Knowledge Rewriting
Undesirable
Undesirable Event
Event

Undesirable
Undesirable Event
Event

setMNWFactFlg()
setMNWFactFlg()

n
getMNWFact(“Undesirable
getMNWFact(“Undesirable Event”)
Event”)

Ex.

MNWF
DB

Collision

(BaSts ==
open)

￢(TrPos ==
pass_cr)

none

･･･

･･･

none

&

Collision
Collision

Collision
Collision

Collision
Collision

MNWF
DB

MNWFactFlag
MNWFactFlag

￢(TrPos
￢(TrPos ==
== pass_cr)∧
pass_cr)∧
(BaSts
(BaSts ==
== open)
open)

Collision

(BaSts ==
open)

￢(TrPos ==
pass_cr)

￢(TrPos == pass_cr)∧
(BaSts == open)

･･･

･･･

･･･

Knowledge

Knowledge (Control Information)

Fig. 8 Rule 2: Embodiment in terms of of MNWF Activation

As described in Section III.A, “MWF Inactivation” event is replaced by undesirable event after the
knowledge rewriting process of Rule 1. Similarly, “MNWF Activation” event is replaced by undesirable event
after the knowledge rewriting process of Rule 2. If those undesirable events exist in the MWF DB or the
MNWF DB, the knowledge rewriting rule is again applied to the undesirable events.
E. Developing Safety Properties
Specific and rigorous safety properties are developed based on the undesirable events embodied in terms of
“MWF Inactivation” and “MNWF Activation”. The safety properties state that undesirable events never occur.
Therefore, the embodied undesirable events are negated (), and temporal logic operators are applied to the
negated events. When the safety properties are represented in CTL, the temporal logic operators A and G are
applied to the negated events. When the safety properties are represented in LTL, the temporal logic operator G
is given. In the case of the wireless rail crossing system, “AG ((TrPos == appr_cr)(BaSts == closed))” is
developed as a safety property based on the embodied undesirable event “(TrPos == appr_cr)(BaSts ==
closed)” when the safety property is expressed in CTL.
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IV. EVALUATION
We conduct an evaluation with the proposed method and confirm its effectiveness. First, safety properties are
derived by traditional means. Next, specific and rigorous safety properties are derived using the proposed
method. We confirm that the proposed method produces safety properties that were not derived by traditional
means. We also confirm that the safety properties derived by traditional means can be improved by the
proposed method.
A. Application Example
We choose the wireless rail crossing system [4], [5] as an evaluation case. This is a complex system based on
an actual development by German Railways, and is controlled by a computer system. An image of the wireless
rail crossing system is shown in Fig. 9. When a train approaches, a wireless message is sent to the rail crossing.
The rail crossing is equipped with signals and barriers for road users such as cars and pedestrians. Road users
wait behind the barriers when the signals are turned on. Sensors at the rail crossing determine when the train
has passed.
radio communication

Fig. 9 Wireless rail crossing system

B. Subjects for Evaluation
We chose four engineers as the subjects of the evaluation. We call these subjects A, B, C, and D. They have
15, 13, 11, and 4 years of work experience related to computer systems, respectively. Each subject has
experience of model checking.
C. Deriving Specific Safety Properties
Before starting to derive safety properties for model checking, the subjects familiarised themselves with the
wireless rail crossing system according to the specifications in [5]. They were able to refer to [5] while deriving
safety properties by traditional means and the proposed method. In the evaluation, “Collision” event was
selected as the undesirable event for the wireless rail crossing system. The safety properties derived by
traditional means and using the proposed method are as follows. The specific safety properties are represented
in CTL.
1) Traditional means: Each subject derived safety properties against a “Collision” event according to their
work experience on computer systems and their own key points of model checking. As an example, the specific
safety properties derived by subject A are shown in Fig. 10. The IDs expressed within the square brackets are
unique to each derived safety property.
Collision
Collision

Event
Specific Safety Property
by Traditional Means

[A-T-P-1]
AG ￢((TrPos == appr_cr)∧
￢(BaSts == closed))

[A-T-P-2]
AG ￢((TrPos == appr_cr)∧
￢(SiSts == on))

[A-T-P-3]
AG ￢(￢(TrPos == pass_cr)∧
(BaSts == open))

[A-T-P-4]
AG ￢(￢(TrPos == pass_cr)∧
(SiSts == off))

ba_closed: The barrier is closed.
ba_open: The barrier opens.
si_on: The signal is turned on.
si_off: The signal is turned off.
tr_appr_cr: The train approaches the crossing.
tr_pass_cr: The train passes the crossing.

Fig. 10 Derived safety properties using traditional means (Subject A)
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2) Proposed Method: Subjects were taught to use the proposed method after they had derived safety
properties by traditional means. Each subject derived specific and rigorous safety properties against the
“Collision” event using the proposed method. As a specific example, the safety properties derived by subject A
are shown in Fig. 11. Again, the IDs expressed within square brackets are unique to each derived event and
safety property. The terms “MWF Inactivation” or “MNWF Activation” between events expresses how the
events were derived. For example, the event A-P-E-3 was derived in terms of “MWF Inactivation” from
“Collision”, and event A-P-E-3-3 was derived as an “MNWF Activation” from A-P-E-3. Events in parentheses
(e.g., (A-P-E-1-1) in the A-P-E-2-1 box) denote identical events. Events within dotted boxes are the last
embodied events in terms of “MWF Inactivation” and “MNWF Activation”.
Collision
Collision
Event

MWF Inactivation

[A-P-E-1]
[A-P-E-1]
(TrPos
(TrPos ==
== appr_cr)∧
appr_cr)∧
￢(BaSts
￢(BaSts ==
== closed)
closed)

[A-P-P-1-1]
AG ￢((TrDetPos == appr_cr)∧
￢(TrSndMsg == act_order))

[A-P-E-4]
[A-P-E-4]
￢(TrPos
￢(TrPos ==
== pass_cr)∧
pass_cr)∧
(BaSts
(BaSts ==
== open)
open)

MWF Inactivation
MWF Inactivation
[A-P-E-3-1]
[A-P-E-3-1]
(TrDetPos
(TrDetPos ==
== appr_cr)∧
appr_cr)∧
￢(TrMod
￢(TrMod ==
== set_brk_curve)
set_brk_curve)

[A-P-E-2-1(A-P-E-1-1)]
[A-P-E-2-1(A-P-E-1-1)]
(TrDetPos
(TrDetPos ==
== appr_cr)∧
appr_cr)∧
￢(TrSndMsg
￢(TrSndMsg ==
== act_order)
act_order)

MNWF Activation

MNWF Activation
[A-P-E-3-3]
[A-P-E-3-3]
￢(CrMod
￢(CrMod ==
== act)∧
act)∧
(CrSndMsg
(CrSndMsg ==
== safe_rpt)
safe_rpt)

[A-P-E-3-2]
[A-P-E-3-2]
￢(TrRcvMsg
￢(TrRcvMsg ==
== safe_rpt)∧
safe_rpt)∧
(TrMod
(TrMod ==
== unset_brk_curve)
unset_brk_curve)

[A-P-P-3-1]
AG ￢((TrDetPos == appr_cr)∧
￢(TrMod == set_brk_curve))

[A-P-P-2-1(A-P-P-1-1)]
AG ￢((TrDetPos == appr_cr)∧
￢(TrSndMsg == act_order))

Embodied
Undesirable Event

[A-P-E-5]
[A-P-E-5]
￢(TrPos
￢(TrPos ==
== pass_cr)∧
pass_cr)∧
(SiSts
(SiSts ==
== off)
off)

MNWF Activation

MWF Inactivation

[A-P-E-1-1]
[A-P-E-1-1]
(TrDetPos
(TrDetPos ==
== appr_cr)∧
appr_cr)∧
￢(TrSndMsg
￢(TrSndMsg ==
== act_order)
act_order)

Specific Safety Property
by Proposed Method

[A-P-E-3]
[A-P-E-3]
(CrSts
(CrSts ==
== unsafe)∧
unsafe)∧
￢(TrSts
￢(TrSts ==
== stop)
stop)

[A-P-E-2]
[A-P-E-2]
(TrPos
(TrPos ==
== appr_cr)∧
appr_cr)∧
￢(SiSts
￢(SiSts ==
== on)
on)
MWF Inactivation

MNWF Activation

[A-P-E-4-1]
[A-P-E-4-1]
￢(SeDetTrPos
￢(SeDetTrPos ==
== pass_cr)∧
pass_cr)∧
(SeSndMsg
(SeSndMsg ==
== pass_rpt)
pass_rpt)

[A-P-P-3-3]
AG ￢(￢(CrMod == act)∧
(CrSndMsg == safe_rpt))

[A-P-P-3-2]
AG ￢((TrDetPos == appr_cr)∧
￢(TrMod == set_brk_curve))

ba_closed: The barrier is closed.
ba_open: The barrier opens.
si_on: The signal is turned on.
si_off: The signal is turned off.
tr_stop: The train stops.
us_wait: The load user waits before the crossing.
us_enter: The load user enters the crossing.
tr_appr_cr: The train approaches the crossing.
tr_pass_cr: The train passes the crossing.
cr_unsafe: The crossing is under unsafe.

[A-P-E-5-1(A-P-E-4-1)]
[A-P-E-5-1(A-P-E-4-1)]
￢(SeDetTrPos
￢(SeDetTrPos ==
== pass_cr)∧
pass_cr)∧
(SeSndMsg
(SeSndMsg ==
== pass_rpt)
pass_rpt)

[A-P-P-5-1(A-P-P-4-1)]
AG ￢(￢(SeDetTrPos == pass_cr)∧
(SeSndMsg == pass_rpt))

[A-P-P-4-1]
AG ￢(￢(SeDetTrPos == pass_cr)∧
(SeSndMsg == pass_rpt))

tr_send_act_odr: The train sends the actication order.
tr_set_brkcurv: The train sets the braking curve.
tr_unset_brkcurv: The train unsets the braking curve.
cr_snd_saferpt: The crossing sends the safe report.
se_snd_passrpt: The sensor sends the pass reports.
tr_detect_tr_appr_cr: The train detects that the train approaches the crossing.
cr_act: The crossing is on the acticate mode.
se_detect_tr_pass_cr: The sensor detects that the train passes the crossing.

Fig. 11 Derived safety properties using the proposed method (Subject A)

D. Results
A comparison of the safety properties derived by subject A using traditional means (Fig. 10) and the proposed
method (Fig. 11) is shown in Fig. 12. In this figure, A-P-E-1 derived by the proposed method becomes A-T-P-1
derived by traditional means when being negated and given temporal logic operators. Therefore, A-P-E-1 and
A-T-P-1 are regarded as one. Similarly, A-P-E-2 and A-T-P-2, A-P-E-4 and A-T-P-3, and A-P-E-5 and A-T-P4 are the same. As a result of the evaluation, it can be seen that safety properties A-P-P-3-1, A-P-P-3-2, and AP-P-3-3 derived by the proposed method were not derived by traditional means. Based on this result, the
comprehensive nature of deriving safety properties by the proposed method has been confirmed. In addition,
the specific and rigorous safety properties A-P-P-1-1, A-P-P-2-1 (A-P-P-1-1), A-P-P-4-1, and A-P-P-5-1 (A-PP-4-1) derived by the proposed method were embodied from A-T-P-1, A-T-P-2, A-T-P-3, and A-T-P-4,
respectively, given by the traditional means. This result demonstrates that the specificity of the safety properties
has been improved by the proposed method.
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Collision
Collision

Event
Specific Safety Property
by Traditional Means
Specific Safety Property
by Proposed Method

A-T-P-1
A-P-E-1

A-T-P-2
A-P-E-2

A-T-P-3
A-P-E-4

A-T-P-4
A-P-E-5

A-P-P-1-1

A-P-P-2-1
(A-P-P-1-1)

A-P-P-4-1

A-P-P-5-1
(A-P-P-4-1)

A-P-E-3
A-P-E-3

A-P-P-3-1

A-P-P-3-2

A-P-P-3-3

Improvement of Specificity
Improvement of Comprehensiveness

Fig. 12 Comparison of derived safety properties (Subject A)

Table I shows the evaluation results for each subject. In this table, column 2 denotes the number of safety
properties derived by traditional means, and column 3 shows the enhancement by the proposed method. In Fig.
12, such enhancements are A-P-P-3-1, A-P-P-3-2, and A-P-P-3-3. Column 4 shows the number of safety
properties that have been made more specific by the proposed method. In Fig. 12, A-P-P-1-1, and A-P-P-4-1
are examples of this. Events A-P-P-2-1 and A-P-P-5-1 are the same as A-P-P-1-1 and A-P-P-4-1, respectively.
Therefore, they are not counted in Table I. Column 5 gives the relative improvement in terms of the additional
safety properties derived by the proposed method. In the case of subject A, this improvement in
comprehensiveness is calculated from the number of safety properties given by traditional means, 4, and the
additional safety properties given by the proposed method, 3, i.e., ¾ = 75%. The final column shows the
relative improvement in terms of the number of safety properties embodied by the proposed method. In the case
of subject A, the improvement is 50%, which is calculated from the number of safety properties given by
traditional means, 4, and the number of embodied safety properties given by the proposed method, 2.
From the results of the evaluation, we confirmed that the comprehensiveness was improved by the proposed
method in subjects A, B, and C. We also confirmed that the proposed method improved the specificity of the
safety properties in all subjects.
TABLE I RESULTS OF EVALUATION FOCUSED ON COMPREHENSIVENESS AND SPECIFICITY
Safety Properties
Subject

by Traditional
Mean

Num. of

Num. of

Safety Properties

Safety Properties

Improvement of

Improvement of

additionally Derived by

embodied by

comprehensiveness

specificity

Proposed Method
2

A

4

Proposed Method
3

75%

50%

B

6

3

3

50%

50%

C

5

3

3

60%

60%

D

4

0

3

0%

75%

Total

19

9

11

47%

58%

E. Model Checking with Derived Safety Properties
We applied model checking to the wireless rail crossing system with the safety properties derived by the
proposed method. UPPAAL [15], where properties are represented in CTL, was used as the model checking
tool. As a result, it was confirmed that the wireless rail crossing system could be verified with the safety
properties derived by the proposed method.
V. DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of the proposed method has been demonstrated by the evaluation results in Section IV. The
comprehensiveness of the rigorous safety properties derived by subjects A, B, and C was improved by the
proposed method. In Fig. 12, safety properties A-P-P-3-1, A-P-P-3-2 and A-P-P-3-3 given by subject A were
not derived by traditional means. In the proposed method, undesirable events are embodied in a systematic
manner using the two concepts of “MWF inactivation” and “MNWF activation”. This enables the proposed
method to improve the comprehensiveness of the derived safety properties. For subject D, no improvement in
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comprehensiveness was observed. We now examine the reasons for this based on the properties derived by this
subject. A comparison of the safety properties derived by traditional means and using the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 13. As this figure shows, a safety property derived by traditional means (e.g., D-T-P-1)
corresponds to an event derived by the proposed method (D-P-E-1). D-T-P-2 and D-P-E-2 have the same
relation. The derived safety properties given by traditional means (D-T-P-3) are the same as those from the
proposed method (D-P-P-3). The relation between D-T-P-4 and D-P-P-1-1 is the same. It is postulated that
subject D already thinks in terms of “MWF Inactivation” and “MNWF Activation” based on his experiences and
skills. The wireless rail crossing system may also be an easily understandable system for subject D. These
factors may explain why there were no differences between the safety properties derived by traditional means
and by the proposed method. If the target of the proposed method is a system that does not have physical
behaviours or spatial arrangements whose behaviours are difficult to understand, the improvement in the
comprehensiveness of safety properties given by the proposed method will be more noticeable.
We confirmed that the proposed method improved the specificity of safety properties in all subjects. In Fig.
12, a safety property derived by traditional means (e.g., A-T-P-1) corresponds to a safety property derived by
the proposed method (A-P-E-1). The specific safety property A-P-P-1-1 was derived from this event in terms of
“MWF Inactivation”. Similarly, the safety property A-P-P-4-1 was derived from A-T-P-3/A-P-E-4 in terms of
“MNWF Activation”. As shown in Section III.C, the process of identifying MWFs and MNWFs in the
proposed method is iterative. It is considered that this iteration process for identifying MWFs and MNWFs
contributes to the embodiment of appropriate safety properties in the proposed method.
Collision
Collision

Event
Specific Safety Property
by Traditional Mean
Specific Safety Property
by Proposed Method

D-T-P-1
D-P-E-1

D-T-P-4
D-P-P-1-1

D-P-P-2-1

D-T-P-2
D-P-E-2

D-P-P-2-2

D-T-P-3
D-P-P-3

D-P-P-2-3

Improvement of Specificity

Fig. 13 Comparing derived safety properties (Subject D)

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described a method for deriving specific, rigorous safety properties in model checking. In the
proposed method, an undesirable event in a system is embodied by the concepts of “MWF Inactivation” and
“MNWF Activation”. Through these, specific safety properties can be derived from the undesirable event. A
wireless rail crossing system was chosen to evaluate the proposed method. The results confirmed that the
proposed method produced safety properties that were not derived by traditional means. Also, it was confirmed
that the safety properties derived by traditional means were further embodied by the proposed method. From
these evaluation results, we confirmed that the proposed method improves the comprehensiveness and
specificity of derived safety properties.
Further research should be focused in the following directions. The proposed method is based on a
prerequisite that undesirable events have already been identified. However, methods to identify undesirable
events are not well established. Identification of undesirable events is very difficult before they occur, and they
are sometimes not recognized as undesirable until they occur. In the future, we will establish a systematic
method to identify undesirable events, and establish a more comprehensive model checking method for complex
systems by incorporating this method with that proposed in this paper.
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